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Much of this talk is extracted from the following papers:

I R. and J. Talman, Symplectic orbit and spin tracking code for
all-electric storage rings, Phys. Rev. ST Accel Beams 18,
ZD10091, 2015

I R. and J. Talman, Electric dipole moment planning with a
resurrected BNL Alternating Gradient Synchrotron electron
analog ring, Phys. Rev. ST Accel Beams 18, ZD10092, 2015

I R. Talman, Frequency domain storage ring method for
Electric Dipole Moment measurement, arXiv:1508.04366
[physics.acc-ph], 18 Aug 2015

I R. Talman, Octupole focusing relativistic self-magnetometer
electric storage ring “bottle”, arXiv:1512.00884
[physics.acc-ph], 2 Dec 2015



4 Force Field Symmetries: Vectors and Pseudovectors
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I An electric dipole moment (EDM) points from plus charge toward
minus charge—the “orientation” of a true vector.

I The axis of a magnetic dipole moment (MDM) is perpendicular to a
current loop, whose direction gives a different “orientation”. The
MDM is a pseudo-vector.

I Ampère: how does the compass needle know which way to turn?



5 Capsule history of force field symmetries

I Newton: Gravitational field, (inverse square law) central force
I Coulomb: By analogy, electric force is the same (i.e. central)
I Ampere: How can compass needle near a current figure out which

way to turn? Magnetic field is pseudo-vector. A right hand rule is
somehow built into E&M and into the compass needle.

I The upshot: By introducing pseudo-vector magnetic field, E&M
respects reflection symmetry, but compound objects need not exhibit
the symmetry.

I Lee, Yang, etc: A particle with spin (pseudo-vector), say “up”, can
decay more up than down (vector);

I i.e. the decay vector is parallel (not anti-parallel) to the spin
pseudo-vector,

I viewed in a mirror, this statement is reversed.
I i.e. weak decay force violates reflection symmetry (P).

I Fitch, Cronin, etc: protons, etc. have both MDM and EDM. This
violates both parity (P) and time reversal (T).

I Current task: How to exploit the implied symmetry violation to
measure the EDM of proton, electron, etc?



6 EDM Sensitive Configuration
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Proton is "magic" with all three spin components "frozen" (relative to orbit)

EDM MDM
Do proton spins tip up or down?

And by how much?

Two issues:

I Can the tipping angle be measurably large for plausibly large EDM,
such as 10−30 e-cm? With modern, frequency domain, technology, yes

I Can the symmetry be adequately preserved when the idealized
configuration above is approximated in the laboratory? This is the
main issue



7 Why Measure EDM?

I Violations of parity (P) and time reversal (T) in the standard
model are insufficient to account for excess of particles over
anti-particles in the present day universe.

I Any non-zero EDM of electron or proton would represent a
violation of both P and T, and therefore also CP.

Comments:

I Beam direction reversal is possible (only) in all-electric storage
ring, with all parameters except injection direction held fixed.
This is important for reducing systematic errors.

I “Frozen spin” operation in all-electric storage ring is only
possible with electrons or protons—by chance their anomalous
magnetic moment values are appropriate. The “magic”
kinetic energies are 14.5 MeV for e, 235 MeV for p.



8 BNL “AGS Analogue” Ring as EDM Prototype

Figure: The 1955 AGS-Analogue lattice has been reverse engineered from available
documentation—mainly the 1953 BNL-AEC proposal letter. Except for insufficient
straight section length, and the 10 MeV rather than 14.5 Mev energy, this ring could
be used to measure the electron EDM.



9 Dr. T.H. Johnson Page 3,

Fi eld str ength (magn etic typ e)

at injection 10.5 gauss

' at i0 MeV 74 gauss

Field strength ( electrostatic type)

at injection 3 kV/cm

at I0 MeV 22 kV/em

Rise time .01 see
!

! Phase transition energy 2.8 MeV

Frequ ency (final) 7 mc

. Frequency change 5_ %

Volts /turn 150 V
a

RF power about I kw

_ No. of betatron wavelengths about 6.2

I ' aperture 1 X 1 in.

Betatron amplitude for 10 - 3 rad. error 0.07 in.

Maxim um stable amplitude, synchrotron osc.-0.16 in.

Radial spacing of betatron resonances about 0.4 in.

Vacl Lum requirement about 10 -6 mm Hg

Total pow _.rrequirements will be small and available with existing

installations. The test shack seems to be a sui table location since the ring

will be erected inside a thin magne tic shield which can be thermally insulated

and heated economically.

We estimate the cost to be approximately $600,000, distributed as shown

in the following table:

Model .Dire ct Overhead Total

Staff S. & W. $135,000 $ 65,000 $200,000

Van de Graaff 70,000 - 70,000

. Other E. & S. 130,000 - 130,000

Shops 135,000 65___000 20_
$470,000 $130,000 $600,000

Inflate to 2015

$M 1.76

   1.76_______
$M 5.27

0.62
1.14



10 EDM Measurement Ring
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Figure: Cartoon of the EDM ring and its spin control. The Koop
polarization “spin wheel” in the upper left corner “rolls” along the ring,
always upright, and aligned with the orbit. The boxes at the bottom
apply torques to the magnetic moments without altering the design orbit.
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I Because of the rolling polarization the resonator excitation
appears as upper and lower sidebands of the revolution
frequency (and its harmonics).

I Elements with superscript “W” are Wien filters; superscript
“S” indicates solenoid.

I The frequency domain EDM signal is the difference
between forward and backward spin wheel rotation
frequencies, when the BW

x Wien filter polarity is
reversed.

I EDM measurement accuracy (as contrasted with precision) is
limited by the reversal accuracy occurring in the shaded
region.

I Precision is governed by scaler precision. This is a benefit
obtained by moving the EDM sensitivity from polarimeter
intensity to polarimeter frequency response.



12 Why “Rolling Polarization”? and Why the EDM Signal Survives

I Polarized “spin wheel” was proposed by Koop to cancel ∆γ
spin decoherence.

I Also the rolling polarization shifts the resonator response
frequency away from harmonic of revolution frequency—away
from direct charge response

I Since the roll torque is always parallel to the wheel axis it
shifts the roll rate proportional to the EDM

I Reversing the roll direction (with beam direction fixed) does
not change the EDM contribution to the roll.

I The difference between forward and backward roll-rates
measures the EDM (as a frequency difference).



13 Storage Ring Rolling Magnetization Frequency Spectra
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Figure: Frequency spectra of the beam polarization drive signal to the
resonant polarimeter. Sideband spacings are vastly exaggerated. They
are equal to the Koop roll frequency of order 1 KHz. The operative
polarimetry sideband lines are indicated by dark arrows.



14 (Almost) Phase-Locked Spin Deuteron Beam, COSY Lab. Juelich

in the range φs ∈ ½0; 2πÞ has the functional form

ϵðφsÞ ¼ ~ϵ sinðφs þ ~φÞ; ð8Þ

independent of beam intensity and target density. Since the
spin coherence time (SCT) of the in-plane vector polari-
zation pξ is long (τSCT ≈ 300 s), the polarization is
assumed to be constant over the duration of the turn
interval Δn (1.3 s).
In every turn interval, the parameters ~ϵ and ~φ of Eq. (8)

are fitted to the measured asymmetry of Eq. (7). An
example is shown in Fig. 2. The procedure is repeated
for several values of ν0s in a certain range around νs ¼ γG
(see, e.g., Fig. 5 of [14]).
A fixed common spin tune jνfixs j ¼ 0.160 975 407 is

chosen such that the phase variation ~φðnÞ is minimized,
as shown in Fig. 3(a). The spin tune as a function of turn
number is given by

jνsðnÞj ¼ jνfixs j þ 1

2π

d ~φðnÞ
dn

¼ jνfixs j þ ΔνsðnÞ; ð9Þ

independent of the particular choice of νfixs , because a
different choice for νfixs is compensated for by a corre-
sponding change in ΔνsðnÞ.
Without any assumption about the functional form of the

phase dependence in Fig. 3(a), one can calculate the spin
tune deviation ΔνsðnÞ from νfixs by evaluating d ~φðnÞ=dn
using two consecutive phase measurements, corresponding
to a measurement time of 2.6 s. At early times [σφ ≈ 0.06,
see Fig. 3(a)], the statistical accuracy of the spin tune
reaches σνs ¼ 1.3 × 10−8, and towards the end of the
cycle (σφ ≈ 0.15) σνs ¼ 3 × 10−8, due to the decreasing
event rate.
An even higher precision of the spin tune is obtained by

exploiting the observed parabolic phase dependence, fitted
to ~φðnÞ in Fig. 3(a), which indicates that the actual spin
tune changes linearly as a function of turn number. As

displayed in Fig. 3(b), in a single 100 s long measurement,
the highest precision is reached at t ≈ 38 s with an error of
the interpolated spin tune of σνs ¼ 9.7 × 10−11.
The achieved precision of the spin tune measurements

agrees well with the statistical expectation. The error of a
frequency measurement is approximately given by
σf ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

6=N
p

=ðπ ~εTÞ, where N is the total number of
recorded events, ~ε ≈ 0.27 is the oscillation amplitude of
Eq. (8), and T the measurement duration. In a 2.6 s
time interval with an initial detector rate of 5000 s−1,
one would expect an error of the spin tune of
σνs ¼ σfs=frev ≈ 1 × 10−8, and, during a 100 s measure-
ment with N ≈ 200 000 recorded events, an error
of σνs ≈ 10−10.
The new method can be used to monitor the stability of

the spin tune in the accelerator for long periods of time. As
shown in Fig. 4, the spin tune variations from cycle to cycle
are of the same order (10−8 to 10−9) as those within a cycle
[Fig. 3(b)], illustrating that the spin tune determination
provides a new precision tool for the investigation of
systematic effects in a machine. It is remarkable that
COSY is stable to such a precision, because it was not
designed to provide stability below ≈10−6 with respect to,
e.g., magnetic fields, closed-orbit corrections, and power
supplies. Presently, investigations are underway to locate
the origins of the observed variations in order to develop
feedback systems and other means to minimize them
further.
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FIG. 2. Measured asymmetry ϵðφsÞ of Eq. (7) fitted with ϵðφsÞ
of Eq. (8) to extract amplitude ~ϵ and phase ~φ, using the yields
Nþ;−

U;DðφsÞ of Fig. 1(b) for a single turn interval of Δn ¼ 106 turns
at a measurement time of 2.6 s < t < 3.9 s.
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FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Phase ~φ as a function of turn number n
for all 72 turn intervals of a single measurement cycle for
jνfixs j ¼ 0.160 975 407, together with a parabolic fit.
(b) Deviation Δνs of the spin tune from νfixs as a function of
turn number in the cycle. At t ≈ 38 s, the interpolated spin tune
amounts to jνsj ¼ ð16 097 540 628.3� 9.7Þ × 10−11. The error
band shows the statistical error obtained from the parabolic fit,
shown in panel (a).
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15 Octupole Only EDM Storage Ring “Self-Magnetometer Bottle”

Figure: Horizontal and vertical tunes in octupole only electric and (conventional)
quadrupole focusing magnetic relativistic storage ring bottles. The strikingly
novel feature is the nearly proportional dependence of Qy on vertical amplitude in
the octupole-only electric case—this causes small vertical amplitude orbits are
hypersensitive to radial magnetic field errors. This suppresses the leading source
of systematic error.



16 Self-Magnetometer Bottle Sensitivity to Radial Magnetic Field

Figure: An radial magnetic field error is added intentionally. Small betatron
amplitude on the left, large amplitude on the right, phase space orbits in
relativistic self-magnetometer octupole-only electric storage ring “bottle”
focusing. Green orbits are CW, black CCW.



17 Resonant Polarimeter (Transverse)
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f                  = 0.7507 GHz

Q                 = 30194

BW              = 24.86 KHz 
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Figure: Candidate RF cavities for Stern-Gerlach (transverse) polarimetry. The
cavity dimensions have been adjusted for a planned test at Jefferson Lab in a
CEBAF extraction line.



18 Toggling-Polarization Beam for CEBAF Test
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Figure: Beam A, 250 MHz, positive polarization bunches, alternate with beam B, 250 MHz, negative
polarization bunches. (Except for σAB amplitude imbalance) the beam charge frequencies are harmonics
of 0.5 GHz. i.e. 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, . . . . The beam magnetization frequencies are harmonics of 0.75 GHz. i.e.
0.75, 1.5, 2.25, . . . .



19 CEBAF Test Beam Frequency Spectra
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Figure: The top plot shows frequency spectra of each (staggered) A and B bunch currents.
There is the possibility of beam magnetization side bands if the A and/or B polarization
frequencies are being modulated and PAIA or PB IB is plotted. The middle plot shows the
frequency spectrum of the total bunch current. The dominant lines are at twice the
frequency of the individual currents. Mismatch of A and B currents produces background
lines coinciding with magnetization lines. The bottom plot indicates the fS−G frequency to
which the resonator is tuned, the cut-off frequency of the fundamental, S-G sensitive TE10

mode, and the lowest frequency charge-sensitive TM11 mode.



20 Resonant Polarimeter (Longitudinal)
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Figure: Longitudinally polarized beam approaching a superconducting helical
resonator. Beam polarization is due to the more or less parallel alignment of the
individual particle spins, indicated here as tiny current loops. The helix is the
inner conductor of a helical transmission line, open at both ends. The cylindrical
outer conductor is not shown.
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Figure: Evgeny Zaplatin (Jülich) CAD drawing for resonant polarimeter
roughly matched for particle speed βp ≈ 0.2, wave speed βr ≈ 0.1.



22 Helical polarimeter room temperature bench test
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Figure: . Room temperaure bench test set-up of prototype resonant
polarimeter, with results shown in next figure. The coil length is lr=11
inches. Beam magnetization is emulated by the spectrum analyser
transmitter.
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I Resonator excitation is detected by a single turn loop
connected to the spectrum analyser receiver.

I This would be an appropriate pick-up in the true polarimetry
application though, like the resonator, the preamplifier would
have to be at cryogenic temperature to maximize the signal to
noise ratio.

I The figures above the apparatus are intended to complete the
analogy to a situation in which the transmitter is replaced by
the passage of a beam bunch.

I The particle and wave speeds are arranged to maximize the
energy transfer from beam to resonator.
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Figure: Frequency spectrum observed using the bench test shown in
previous figure. Ten normal modes of the helical transmission line are
visible.
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Manual & Datasheet HFC 50 D/E Version 2.36, 2015

7

Figure 7: Variation of pad G voltage affects the overall amplification factor (data taken at T = 10K).
Note that the filter circuitry shown in figure 10 was used to apply the biasing voltage.

Figure 8: Variation of pad C1 voltage influences the amplification factor (here expressed in dB
referenced to the amplification at C1 = 0V). This feature is used for amplification
fine-adjustment in cross-correlation applications. If not required, C1 may be left open or
connected to GND. C1 influences channel A, correspondingly C2 acts on channel B
in the same way.

Automatic Biasing

The device requires a negative Biasing Voltage (Pad/Line G) to establish proper operating conditions,

as mentioned before. A way to check correct operation is to regularly check the DC level (e.g. with a

standard multimeter) of the 2 outputs, for instance using a bias-T (as indicated in figure 1).

Figure 9:
A PID-regulation loop may be implemented to achieve automatic biasing, i.e. regulation of biasing voltage G. The
loop ensures that the DC output levels of both amplifier paths stay at a defined level, e.g. 0.9VDC.Figure: Commercial, cryogenic, low noise, high gain, dual pre-amp for
transmission line signal extraction from cryogenic to room temperature
environments.



26 Wien Filter
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Figure: Stripline Wien filter dimensions. With electromagnetic power and
beam traveling in the same direction, the electric and magnetic forces
tend to cancel. Termination resistance R is adjusted for exact
cancelation. For rolling polarization reversal, the Wien filter current to be
reversed will be a conveniently low value, such as 5 A.
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Fig. 3. Back-to-back comparison of PBCs.

easily observed across the 1-Mresistor (1 mV corresponds
to one part in 10). Over the 0–10 V range the change was
less than one part in 10and saturation started at 10.2 V. This
margin was felt too small and the design updated to improve
this to greater than 11 V. Second, the compliance dynamic
performance was tested, again using back-to-back, with the
load on one of the PBCs being the CERN current calibrator.
The winding resistance and inductance changes as windings
are switched in and out, but no instability or permanent change
was observed in the PBC output.

C. Isolation

Since calibration transfers between units are performed by
reverse connecting them and sensing the current difference to
0.1 nA, (1 nA corresponds to one part in 10) it is critically
important that power supply current does not interfere. This re-
quires very low leakage current back to ground via the external
supply. Even the ac leakage current has to be kept very low to
ensure that it does not interfere with the current null measure-
ment (see Fig. 3). The measured rms noise in this configuration
was 10 nA, mainly 8 kHz from the internal dc/dc converter.

D. Portability

The autonomy should permit travelling around the LHC
during a full working day without interruption i.e., 10 h
including margin. The autonomy of the initial units decreased
with time due to insufficient trickle charging and is now only
6–9 h The charging circuit was redesigned and the autonomy is
now 16 h. Built-in monitoring provides warning if the battery
is low 1/2 h before the unit stops functioning. A warning
light indicates if the temperature control is lost, i.e., ambient
temperature is outside the specified range or a hardware failure
has occurred. Mains power was removed and returned several
hours later. The change was less than one part in 10. The
batteries were allowed to discharge completely and the units
were re-powered . An LED indicated that power had previously
failed, but after resetting with the front panel “calibration
reset,” the retrace was much better than five parts in 10.

IV. DESIGN DESCRIPTION

As shown in Fig. 4, the basic “Voltage” part of the design
is similar to that of a commercial dc voltage source [2] with
a number of modifications to generate the 10-mA reference
current and meet the above requirements. The gain step to
10 V from the well-known and predictable zener reference

Fig. 4. Block diagram.

Fig. 5. Current path in voltage to current transfer.

LTZ1000A, at 7.2 V, is defined by “statistical” TaN film resistor
arrays [2]. These have been shown to maintain stable ratios to
less than one part in 10over time and temperature. The 10 V is
then converted to 1 mA in a transconductance stage, utilizing a
10-k resistor constructed from four of Vishay’s new “Z-Foil”
zero TC resistors. By converting to current at only 1 mA, it was
possible to use an optimum 10 kfor this critical part. The 1
mA is amplified by a factor of 10, defined by further use of
TaN film arrays in a 10:1 current mirror referred up to 22 V
to achieve the compliance. This current is made adjustable
over 5 parts in 10 via a front panel, 10 turn, indicating
potentiometer in order to allow the transfer of current between
devices to be an exact null, the potentiometer indication being
recorded to track drift performance between calibrations.

V. DESIGN FORCOMPLIANCE

The current path for the most stringent dc compliance situa-
tion, where reference units actively transfer voltage traceability
concurrently to current standards is shown in Fig. 5. In this
mode, the reference 1-kresistor is in series, via PBC_1’s rear
connector, with the front panel output, which in turn is used in
“back-to-back” configuration to calibrate PBC_2.

A. Current Mirror

In an opamp assisted current mirror, in its simplest form, the
output compliance is a function of the loop gain of the control-
ling opamp. This means that reactive loads can interfere with
the performance to the point of becoming unstable. This cir-
cuit adds a cascode stage, making it very “stiff” with the opamp
being buffered from the output voltage. Furthermore, by using

Figure: Current bridge used for high precision current monitoring. Copied
from CERN, PBC reference. One current is the active current, the other
a highly stable reference current. Even hand-held, 1 part in 108 precision
is obtained. Wien current reversal precision will be monitored every run
by recording the potentiometer voltage with Wien current in one arm and
standard current in the other.



28 Achievable Precision (i.e. not including systematic error) say for electron

EDM in units of (nominal value) 10−29 e-cm = d̃
2 x EDM(nominal)/MDM precession rate ratio:

2η(e) = 0.92× 10−15 ≈ 10−15

duration of each one of a pair of runs = Trun

smallest detectable fraction of a cycle = ηfringe = 0.001

NFF =EDM induced fractional fringe shift per pair of runs

=
(2η(e))d̃

ηfringe
hr f0Trun

(
e.g.
≈ d̃

10−15 · 10 · 107 · 103

10−3
= 0.1d̃

)
,

Assumed roll rate reversal error : ±ηrev. e.g.
= 10−10

σrev.FF = roll reversal error measured in fractional fringes

=± f rollηrev.Trun

ηfringe

(
e.g.
≈ ±102 · 10−10 · 103

10−3
= 10−2

)
.

particle |delec| current excess fractional error after 104 roll reversal
upper limit cycles per pair pairs of runs error

e-cm of 1000 s runs e-cm e-cm

neutron 3× 10−26

proton 8× 10−25 ±8× 103 ±10−30 ±10−30

electron 10−28 ±1 ±10−30 ±10−30



29 Conclusions

I Successful application of the method depends on two not yet
established experimental methods: resonant polarimetry
(promising theoretically) and “rolling polarization trap”
operation—meaning stable, phase-locked, rolling polarization
operation—(promising experimentally, at COSY).

I It is thermal noise in the resonant polarimeter that limits
EDM measurement precision.

I A successful single beam fill will include at least one
forward/backward reversal of the roll (not beam) direction,
with roll frequency precisely measured both before and after.

I One (of many) successful single beam EDM measurements
will consist of four data sets, roll forward and backward, with
EDM effect on (spin wheel vertical) and off (spin wheel
horizontal “background” measurement).
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I Almost all AC magnetic fields have cancelled. Only pure DC
(or rather less than 0.01 Hz) ∆Br error field gives a spurious
EDM signal.

I Only CW/CCW beam direction reversal (with vanishingly
small vertical orbit displacement) can reduce this systematic
error. But the beams do not need to be present at the same
time.

I Alternate runs with beam direction reversed to “cancel” EDM
systematic error due to residual radial magnetic field.

I By running on integer (non-zero) vertical tune Qy (to magnify
BPM sensitivity) local ∆Br fields can be cancelled, using
CW/CCW beams, with diametrically-opposite pairs of ∆Br

correctors.

I Expressed as EDM upper limit, measurement precision of
10−30 e-cm after year-long running, for either electrons and
protons, can be expected.
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I Accuracy at the same level as the precision will require average
sign reversal accuracy of Wien filter length/strength product
at the level of one part in 1011, also averaged over one year.

I Apparatus constituting a single Wien filter will all be
contained in a single, temperature regulated, limited vibration,
magnetically shielded, highly isolated, etc. box.

I Emittance growth due to intrabeam scattering (IBS) has been
seen as a serious impediment to EDM measurement. With
ultra-low Qy not required, running “below transition”, which
tends to suppress beam growth due to IBS, will be possible.

I Spin coherence time SCT is greatly increased by Möbius ring
operation.



32 Extra slides



33 Spin wheel stabilizing torques
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z ẑ keeps the
wheel upright.



34 I A Wien filter does not affect the particle orbit (because the
crossed electric and magnetic forces cancel) but it acts on the
particle magnetic moment (because there is a non-zero magnetic
field in the particle’s rest frame).

I A Wien torque
x̂× (ŷ, ẑ)S = (ẑ,−ŷ)S

changes the roll-rate.
I A Wien torque

ŷ × (ẑ, x̂) S = (x̂,−ẑ) S

steers the wheel left-right.
I (Without affecting the orbit) a solenoid torque

ẑ× (x̂, ŷ) S = (ŷ,−x̂) S

can keep the wheel upright.



35 Resonant (Longitudinal) Polarimeter Response

I The Faraday’s law E.M.F. induced in the resonator has one sign
on input and the opposite sign on output.

I At high enough resonator frequency these inputs no longer cancel.
I The key parameters are particle speed vp and (transmission line)

wave speed vr .
I The lowest frequency standing wave for a line of length lr , open

at both ends, has λr = 2lr ;

Bz(z , t) ≈ B0 sin
πz

lr
sin

πvr t

lr
, 0 < z < lr . (1)

I The (Stern-Gerlach) force on a dipole moment m is given by

F = ∇(B ·m). (2)

I The force on a magnetic dipole on the axis of the resonator is

Fz(z , t) = mz
∂Bz

∂z
=
πmzB0

lr
cos

πz

lr
sin

πvr t

lr
. (3)



36 At position z = vpt a magnetic dipole traveling at velocity vp is
subject to force

Fz(z) =
πmzB0

lr
cos

πz

lr
sin

π(vr/vp)z

lr
. (4)

Integrating over the resonator length, the work done on the
particle, as it passes through the resonator, is

∆U(vr/vp) = mzB0

[
π

lr

∫ lr

z=0
cos

πz

lr
sin

π(vr/vp)z

lr
dz

]
. (5)

I See plot.



37 Energy lost in resonator

Figure: Plot of energy lost in resonator ∆U(vr/vp) as given by the
bracketed expression in Eq. (5).

I For vr = 0.51 vp, the energy transfer from particle to
resonator is maximized.

I With particle speed twice wave speed, during half cycle
of resonator, Bz reverses phase as particle proceeds from
entry to exit.
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